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WELCOME TO 2018
THE POWER OF IMAGINATION

Since powering onto our stages in 1978, Spartacus has captured
our hearts, displaying the boldness and physicality of our dancers.
In 2018 we will see a fresh flame ignited as Lucas Jervies premieres
his brand-new production of this immortal story of a slave battling
for his freedom.

For 55 years, The Australian Ballet has been powered by the
imagination of our artists and creators. In 2018 we present an
exciting program drawn exclusively from works that were made
for our company, alongside two world premieres.
I remember the first time I danced in The Merry Widow. I was so
proud to be part of a ballet that holds such a special place in our
history. This year, a new generation of dancers will have that same
thrill as they interpret the joy and romance of this glorious ballet.

Revolution and revelry, romance and revenge: the 2018 season
celebrates the genius of our choreographers, the artistry of our
dancers and the rare skill of our musicians and artisans. We look
forward to welcoming you into our world in 2018.

Maina Gielgud’s production of Giselle, part of our Melbourne
spring season, has toured the globe and is recognised as one of
the greatest stagings of this Romantic classic. Alexei Ratmansky’s
vibrant and original Cinderella, returning after its triumphant
London debut in 2016, will be a Christmas treat for Sydney.
Australian choreographers are the lifeblood of our company’s
creativity. This year we celebrate the inspiration they have given
us to soar higher and dig deeper. Graeme Murphy, who joined
The Australian Ballet as a dancer 50 years ago, has built a thrilling
choreographic legacy that fuels the imagination of both audiences
and dancers. Murphy, our tribute to him, will lead us on an exciting
journey through highlights of his career, culminating in a revival
of his award-winning Firebird.

David McAllister AM
Artistic Director

Resident Choreographers Stephen Baynes and Tim Harbour keep
our dancers challenged with their innovative works. In Verve, we
match the cool lyricism of Baynes’ Constant Variants with the
brooding intensity of Harbour’s Filigree and Shadow. After her
2016 mainstage debut, the evocative Little Atlas, company dancer
Alice Topp will create a new work for this program.
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MURPHY
A TRIBUTE TO AUSTRALIA’S ICONIC DANCEMAKER

The Australian Ballet opens its 2018 season with a tribute to the
country’s greatest choreographer, Graeme Murphy, who began his
dance career at The Australian Ballet 50 years ago. Murphy brings
together a diverse selection of works by the master storyteller,
showcasing the bold originality, wit and poetic movement that
have earned him a peerless place in Australian dance history.
Murphy’s exquisite retelling of the Firebird story will be paired with
highlights from his 31-year tenure as artistic director of Sydney
Dance Company. The Murphy program will light up the stage of Arts
Centre Melbourne’s State Theatre from 16 to 26 March 2018, and
Sydney Opera House’s Joan Sutherland Theatre from 6 to 23 April.

Opera House Honours (1993), named a National Living Treasure
(1999) by the National Trust of Australia and made Officer of the
Order of Australia (AO) in 2012.
Murphy is a rare opportunity to sample Graeme Murphy’s
unparalleled talent with signature works from his career.
FIREBIRD
Concept and choreography Graeme Murphy
Creative associate Janet Vernon
Music Igor Stravinsky The Firebird Suite
Costume and set design Leon Krasenstein
Original lighting design Damien Cooper

Murphy’s dazzling Firebird makes a welcome return following
its first season in 2009. Based on a traditional Russian folktale,
Firebird tells the story of a bird who is captured by a prince, who
sets her free in exchange for one of her magical feathers. The
prince wanders into the enchanted garden of the evil magician
Koschei, whose immortal soul is preserved in an egg, and falls in
love with one of the princesses held captive by Koschei. With the
Firebird's help the prince defeats the magician by breaking open
the egg protecting his soul.

MELBOURNE
16 – 26 MARCH
Arts Centre Melbourne
State Theatre
with Orchestra Victoria
SYDNEY
6 – 23 APRIL
Joan Sutherland Theatre
Sydney Opera House
with Opera Australia Orchestra

Murphy’s recreation, faithful to the original scenario created for
the Ballet Russes in 1910 by Michel Fokine, draws on the cyclical
themes of life and death, youth and age, and good and evil to tell
the pagan tale. Designer Leon Krasenstein has created a desolate
Garden of Eden filled with giant eggshells, serpentine figures and
gnarled trees; his costumes, with their unravelling stitches, evoke
the disordered world presided over by Koschei. Igor Stravinsky’s
luminous score combines otherworldly notes that conjure the
supernatural with strains of Russian folk melodies that hark back
to the tale’s origins.

WHAT THE CRITICS HAD TO SAY
“Murphy's choreography is an engaging mix of new and
familiar: just when you have a sense of where a phrase
is going, it does something fresh”

In 1976 Murphy was appointed artistic director of Sydney Dance
Company (then known as The Dance Company NSW), a position
he held until 2007. During this time he created more than 50 works.
Highlights from Murphy’s halcyon creative years will join Firebird
on the bill of this tribute program.

– THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

Graeme Murphy was born in Melbourne and studied at The
Australian Ballet School. He began his dance career at The
Australian Ballet and created his first work as a member of the
company. Since that time he has created numerous works for the
company, including the internationally acclaimed modern lovetriangle Swan Lake, a distinctly Australian Nutracker – The Story of
Clara and a moving portrayal of a dancer’s life in Beyond Twelve.
He is the recipient of an AM (1982) for Services to Dance and three
honorary doctorates. He was honoured at the Inaugural Sydney
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THE MERRY WIDOW
EFFERVESCENT ROMANCE OVERFLOWING WITH GLAMOUR

The Merry Widow returns to the stage with a whirl of fabulous
frocks and a generous splash of champagne. A tangled tale of
love and diplomacy, The Merry Widow was the first full-length
production to be commissioned by The Australian Ballet in 1975
and has since become a modern classic, staged by ballet companies
around the world. It will delight audiences in Sydney from 28 April
to 19 May 2018, in Canberra from 25 to 30 May and in Melbourne
from 7 to 16 June.

for her; however, when he is presented to her at a glamorous
state ball held by the Pontevedrian Embassy in Paris, Hanna is
shocked to recognise him from their blissful love affair ten years
earlier, when she was a mere peasant girl. Although he’d wanted
to marry her, Danilo cut off their relationship at his aristocratic
parents’ insistence.
It seems the lovers are fated to rekindle their romance, but the
secrets and scandals of the Pontevedrian elite may be the undoing
of their love and of the state itself.

The Merry Widow opens in Paris in 1905 in the Embassy of
Pontevedro, where a plot is afoot to marry Pontevedro’s wealthiest
subject, Hanna Glawari, to a compatriot, thereby saving the state
from certain bankruptcy. When it is revealed that the intended
suitor, the dashing Count Danilo, once broke Hanna’s heart, the
plot quickly unravels and mayhem ensues.

Scenario Robert Helpmann
Choreography Ronald Hynd
Music Franz Lehár
Based on the operetta by Victor Léon and Leo Stein
Arranged and orchestrated by John Lanchbery
Costume and set design Desmond Heeley
Original lighting design Francis Croese
Presented by arrangement with Glocken Verlag Ltd

Conceived by theatre and dance luminary Robert Helpmann, The
Merry Widow combines the romantic antics of a French farce with
the manners and elegance of Parisian high society. Ronald Hynd’s
choreography evokes the serious frivolity of each decadent soirée
with waltzes, can-cans, polkas and romantic duets.

SYDNEY
28 APRIL – 19 MAY
Sydney Opera House
Joan Sutherland Theatre
with Opera Australia Orchestra

Desmond Heeley’s opulent set and costume designs capture the
glamour of the Belle Époque. Exquisite frocks in silk and velvet
are detailed with lace, jewels and spangles, and matched with
magnificent feathered hats. Lavish Art Nouveau ballrooms and
salons come complete with enormous chandeliers and elegant
staircases.

CANBERRA
25 – 30 MAY
Canberra Theatre, Canberra Theatre Centre
with Orchestra Victoria

The Merry Widow is an adaptation of Franz Lehár's beloved 1905
romantic operetta of the same name. The original score was
arranged and orchestrated for the ballet by the then-Musical
Director of The Australian Ballet, John Lanchbery, and buoys the
action onstage with its theatricality and beautiful, hum-along
melodies.

MELBOURNE
7 – 16 JUNE
Arts Centre Melbourne
State Theatre
with Orchestra Victoria

The Merry Widow drew much favourable attention when it toured
to the USA in 1976, with the great dancer Margot Fonteyn playing
the role of Hanna.
A landmark production in the history of The Australian Ballet, The
Merry Widow is both a testament to the company’s creativity and
a rollicking good night at the theatre.

WHAT THE CRITICS HAD TO SAY

Synopsis

“Clowning frivolity, poignancy and over-the-top romanticism
combine in a triumph of glittery theatricality”

The tiny Balkan state of Pontevedro is on the brink of bankruptcy.
Its last hope is that the rich young widow Hanna Glawari will choose
a Pontevedrian as her new husband and keep her fortune in the
country, rather than marrying a Parisian and losing the money to
France. Count Danilo Danilowitch is thought to be an ideal match

THE AUSTRALIAN BALLET

- THE SUNDAY AGE
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VERVE
HIGH-OCTANE BALLET

Celebrating the creativity bursting from within The Australian
Ballet’s ranks, Verve will bring together three innovative short
ballets by past and present dancers of the company. Two landmark
works by resident choreographers Tim Harbour and Stephen
Baynes, and the world premiere of a new work by Coryphée
Alice Topp, will showcase the genius of The Australian Ballet’s
choreographers, the artistry of its designers and the athleticism
of its dancers. This contemporary triple bill comes exclusively to
Melbourne from 21 to 30 June.

Alice Topp joined The Australian Ballet as a dancer in 2007. She
has created four critically acclaimed pieces for the company’s
Bodytorque series, a showcase for new works. Celebrating
the ingenuity of The Australian Ballet’s freshest contemporary
choreographers, Verve will challenge and delight both dancers
and audiences.

CONSTANT VARIANTS
Choreography Stephen Baynes
Music Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky Variations on a Rococo Theme
Set and costume design Michael Pearce
Original lighting design Jon Buswell

A riveting exploration of aggression, Tim Harbour’s Filigree and
Shadow catapulted him to choreographic stardom when it debuted
in 2015 as part of the contemporary triple bill 20:21. In sleek
black and gun-metal grey, packs of dancers propel their bodies
across a monumental yet minimalist set designed by renowned
architect Kelvin Ho to an industrial, discordant electronic score by
German duo 48nord. Their vigorous movements are picked out
in stark spotlights and institutional washes of colour designed by
Benjamin Cisterne.

NEW WORK
Choreography and costume design Alice Topp
Staging and lighting design Jon Buswell
FILIGREE AND SHADOW
Choreography Tim Harbour
Music 48nord (Ulrich Müller and Siegfried Rössert)
Costume concept Tim Harbour
Set design Kelvin Ho
Original lighting design Benjamin Cisterne

Tim Harbour has been a resident choreographer with The Australian
Ballet since 2014 and has also created work for many other
companies including Queensland Ballet, West Australian Ballet, The
Dancers Company, New York City Ballet’s Choreographic Institute
and Christopher Wheeldon’s company Morphoses. His works have
garnered multiple Green Room, Helpmann and Australian Dance
Award nominations.

MELBOURNE
21 – 30 JUNE
Arts Centre Melbourne
State Theatre
with Orchestra Victoria

The award-winning ballet Constant Variants, which debuted in the
New Romantics program in Melbourne in 1997, showcases Stephen
Baynes’ inventive neo classical style. Dancers move in intricate,
abstract formations to Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Variations on
a Rococo Theme, with its haunting solo cello. Michael Pearce’s
compelling set design sets giant fragments of picture frames
floating above a darkened stage.

WHAT THE CRITICS HAD TO SAY
“an ambitious, multi-faceted and relentless piece that
elevates Harbour to a new level in his choreographic career”

In 1995 Baynes was appointed The Australian Ballet’s resident
choreographer. Since then he has created over 20 works for the
company, including a full-length traditional version of Swan Lake
in 2012. In 2005 Unspoken Dialogues received the Helpmann
Award for Best Choreography and both Molto Vivace and Constant
Variants received the Betty Pounder Award for Best Choreography
at the Green Room Awards. Baynes has had works commissioned
by New York City Ballet, Pacific Northwest Ballet, Sydney Dance
Company, Queensland Ballet, West Australian Ballet and The
Hong Kong Ballet.

– HERALD SUN ON FILIGREE AND SHADOW

“This charming and fluent composition was reflected
in choreography that was gentle, understated and
made with empathetic knowledge of the dancers' skills
and personalities.”
– SYDNEY MORNING HERALD ON CONSTANT VARIANTS
“….there is no denying Topp’s compelling aesthetic –
she is clearly a choreographer to watch.”
– ARTSHUB ON ALICE TOPP

Following her first mainstage work Little Atlas, which debuted to
great acclaim in the 2016 Symphony in C program, Alice Topp will
reveal a brand-new work created for Verve. Her new piece will
continue to explore the complex partnering and intense emotion
central to her earlier works, and she will renew her collaboration
with designer Jon Buswell, whose mobile halo of lights captivated
Little Atlas audiences.
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THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
EXCLUSIVE ADELAIDE SEASON

Adelaide audiences will be enchanted by a world of elegant
courtiers, charming fairies and colourful storybook characters
when The Sleeping Beauty makes its South Australian debut in
2018, following sell-out seasons in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane.
David McAllister’s widely acclaimed production is complemented
by the exquisite detail of the sumptuous sets and costumes
dreamed up by award-winning designer Gabriela Tylesova. The
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra play Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s music,
one of the great ballet scores of all time. The Sleeping Beauty will
awaken at the Adelaide Festival Centre from 6 to 12 July.

David McAllister’s The Sleeping Beauty will capture the imagination
of audiences in Adelaide when this dazzling production comes to
South Australia for the first time in 2018.
Synopsis
Princess Aurora is doomed from infancy to fatally prick her finger
on her 16th birthday. When the day arrives, she is saved from the
curse of vengeful Carabosse by her champion the Lilac Fairy, who
lulls the kingdom into a deep slumber. When the lonely Prince
Désiré learns of Aurora’s fate, he comes to her rescue with a
redemptive kiss of true love. The couple celebrate their wedding
and coronation in the light and bustle of the revived palace, with
a glittering masked ball attended by fairies, bluebirds and familiar
friends from the pages of the Prince’s favourite storybook.

This magnificent production by The Australian Ballet’s artistic
director tells the beloved story of Princess Aurora, who pricks her
finger on a spindle and falls into a deep sleep, which can only be
broken by true love’s kiss.
McAllister’s interpretation remains faithful to the spirit of the
original choreography by the 19th-century master Marius Petipa.
Audiences will be thrilled by the famously challenging balances of
Princess Aurora’s Rose Adage, her romantic wedding grand pas
de deux with the Prince and the lively variations of the couple’s
storybook friends.

Choreography Marius Petipa
Production and additional choreography David McAllister
Music Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Costume and set design Gabriela Tylesova
Design associate Kat Chan
Dramaturge Lucas Jervies
Original lighting design Jon Buswell

Theatre designer Gabriela Tylesova has captivated audiences
around the world with her richly imaginative sets and costumes,
and has been honoured with multiple Helpmann and Green Room
Awards. Her designs for The Sleeping Beauty evoke the splendour
of a Louis XIV court; her opulent gilded sets frame hundreds of
colourful costumes, each with the style and detail of haute couture.
Satin, tulle and silk are adorned with beads and faux fur, sequins
and braid, crystals and cut-out lace.

ADELAIDE
6 – 12 JULY
Festival Theatre, Adelaide Festival Centre
with Adelaide Symphony Orchestra

In collaboration with Marius Petipa, Tchaikovsky composed The
Sleeping Beauty in an inspired 40 days. His iconic score propels
the action while mirroring the inner workings of central characters,
a pioneering technique which adds subtle layers of complexity to
the story. His orchestration and unusual instrumentations were
groundbreaking for their time and inspired other great composers
in years to come.

WHAT THE CRITICS HAD TO SAY
“McAllister creates a visual feast that is surely the stuff
of young ballerinas’ dreams”
– THE GUARDIAN

This production is the first full-length work by The Australian
Ballet’s Artistic Director David McAllister; he considers creating
The Sleeping Beauty in 2015 the crowning moment of his career.
In 2018, McAllister enters his 17th year as artistic director of The
Australian Ballet, following an 18-year career as a dancer in the
company.
More than 2,000 people contributed upwards of 70% of The
Sleeping Beauty's total production costs during a landmark
fundraising campaign, without which this production would not
have been possible.

THE AUSTRALIAN BALLET
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GISELLE
A TIMELESS LOVE STORY WITH A SUPERNATURAL EDGE

Synopsis

Audiences will swoon for Giselle when the ultimate tragedy of
heartbreak and madness, supernatural terrors and redemptive love
returns to Melbourne. Maina Gielgud’s internationally acclaimed
production, created in 1986 during her time as artistic director of
The Australian Ballet, combines flawless technique and devastating
romance. Following rave reviews and a sell-out season in 2015,
Giselle returns exclusively to Melbourne from 30 August to 8
September 2018.

The classic story opens with a vibrant grape harvest scene in a
rural village. Innocent young Giselle meets the deceptive Count
Albrecht, who has disguised himself as a peasant in order to win
her love. When Giselle discovers he is betrothed to another, she
goes mad and dies of a broken heart.
Transformed into a spirit, Giselle roams a forest haunted by the
ghosts of jilted women, the Wilis, who take revenge on the men
who cross their path by forcing them to dance to their deaths. A
remorseful Albrecht visits Giselle’s grave in the forest one night,
and in the ultimate act of forgiveness and love, she dances with
him until the sun rises and the evil spirits fade; she saves his life
and finds peace in the afterlife.

Giselle tells the story of a village girl who falls in love with a man
in disguise. When she discovers his deception, the shock sends
her mad and she dies of a broken heart. Transformed into a spirit,
she is reunited with her lover in a forest haunted by the Wilis –
ghosts of jilted women – and Giselle must dance with him until
dawn to save his life.
With its universal tale of passion and betrayal, Giselle has captured
the imagination of audiences since it first premiered in Paris in 1841.
Gielgud’s production will tear at the heart with its famous mad
scene; the otherworldly gathering of the Wilis in the midnight forest,
sorrowful in their long white tutus and veils; and the heartrending
pas de deux performed by the spirit of Giselle and her remorseful
suitor.

Choreography Marius Petipa after Jean Corelli
Production Maina Gielgud
Music Adolphe Adam
Set and costume design Peter Farmer
Original lighting design William Akers

MELBOURNE
30 AUGUST – 8 SEPTEMBER
Arts Centre Melbourne
State Theatre
with Orchestra Victoria

For ballerinas around the world, Giselle offers two sought-after and
career-making roles, demanding pristine technique and profound
acting talent. Giselle is a kind-natured girl, loved by all the villagers,
who goes mad in one of ballet’s most challenging scenes, and
finds maturity, strength and forgiveness in the afterlife. Myrtha,
the Queen of the Wilis, is terrifyingly vengeful and maintains a
regal command over the audience as well as the maidens she
summons from their graves.

WHAT THE CRITICS HAD TO SAY

The original score by French composer Adolphe Adam is as
charming and innocent as the main protagonist. Evocative set
and costume designs by Peter Farmer breathe life into Giselle’s
world, from the sunny village scenes to the haunting moonlit forest
populated by the ghostly Wilis.

“ ... uniquely Australian zeal ... it has heart,
story and an emotional truth”
– HERALD SUN

The ultimate Romantic ballet, Giselle will haunt the hearts of
audiences long after the curtain falls.
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CINDERELLA
EVERYONE’S FAVOURITE FAIRYTALE – WITH A TWIST

Synopsis

With its magical love story, delightful ensemble cast and stunning
visual design, Cinderella will sweep audiences off their feet in an
exclusive Sydney season. This award-winning 2013 production was
created on The Australian Ballet by one of the world’s foremost
neoclassical choreographers, Alexei Ratmansky. After enchanting
audiences around Australia and in London, Beijing and Shanghai,
his witty and romantic Cinderella returns to the Sydney Opera
House stage for an encore season from 30 November to 19
December 2018.

In her soot-stained dress, Cinderella works away while her
tempestuous Stepmother and Stepsisters prepare for the royal
ball. As Cinderella dreams of dancing, an eccentrically disguised
Fairy Godmother transforms her rags into a magnificent gown.
In Ratmansky’s retelling of the fairytale, mice and pumpkins are
replaced by celestial bodies who accompany Cinderella to the ball.
The handsome prince is captivated from the moment Cinderella
arrives. A tick of the clock and one lost slipper later, he must
embark on a world-wide journey to find his love, visiting many lands
teeming with temptations before he is reunited with Cinderella.

A former artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet, Ratmansky is
artist in residence at American Ballet Theatre, a recipient of the
MacArthur Fellowship (the “Genius Grant”) and the acknowledged
master of the modern story ballet.

Choreography Alexei Ratmansky
Music Sergei Prokofiev
Costume and set design Jérôme Kaplan
Lighting design Rachel Burke
Projection design Wendall K. Harrington

His Cinderella will delight audiences with all the familiar elements
of the classic story, including the pure-hearted heroine, the
dashing prince, the benevolent godmother, an outrageously
wicked stepmother and cruel stepsisters. This version gives the
story a modern twist, transporting audiences to the 20th century.
Surreal details such as animated topiaries and dancing planets
recall the time when Ratmansky’s countryman, the pioneering
Ballets Russes director Serge Diaghilev, famously commissioned
Surrealist artists to create costumes and sets for his company.

SYDNEY
30 NOVEMBER – 19 DECEMBER
Joan Sutherland Theatre
Sydney Opera House
with Opera Australia Orchestra

The wit and charm of the Cinderella story is heightened by vibrant
sets and costumes designed by the acclaimed Jérôme Kaplan,
including hats made from giant shoes (a nod to Schiaparelli), an
imitation of Salvador Dali’s Mae West Lips sofa, and a glimmering
belle-of-the-ball gown inspired by Dior’s New Look.

WHAT THE CRITICS HAD TO SAY

Sergei Prokfiev’s darkly ironic score, composed in the early 1940s,
shapes the action onstage, with characters represented by musical
themes that mirror their evolution throughout the ballet.

“Effervescent and fun as festive champagne”
– THE DAILY TELEGRAPH

With all the ingredients of a fairytale and some modern surprises
mixed in, Cinderella is a feast for the imagination.

THE AUSTRALIAN BALLET
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SPARTACUS
THE JOURNEY OF A HERO

Synopsis

The astounding strength and agility of The Australian Ballet’s male
dancers will be on full display in a powerful new production of
Spartacus. One of the company’s most popular works, the tale of
a gladiator who led a slave uprising against the Roman Empire will
be given new life by Lucas Jervies, choreographer, director and
a former dancer with The Australian Ballet. The world premiere
of Spartacus will storm the stage in Melbourne from 18 to 29
September, before a season in Sydney from 9 to 24 November.

When the Roman consul Crassus returns home from another victory
in the Empire’s merciless war, he is honoured with gladiatorial
games. Spartacus, a Thracian warrior and champion of the gladiator
ring, will be forced to fight for the amusement of his Roman
captors. Weathered and broken by years of brutality in the arena,
Spartacus’ only salvation is his love for his long-lost wife Flavia.
As he prepares for battle, he is at once elated and heartbroken
to discover that his wife is alive but has also been enslaved by
the Romans.

Spartacus tells the heroic story of an enslaved gladiator who
dreams of freedom, leads an insurrection, and dies tragically; the
passionate devotion of Spartacus to his wife Flavia lends extra
poignancy to the tale. Jervies’ reimagining of the ancient story
will imbue it with emotional complexity, a modern-day sensibility
and high-impact contemporary choreography.

Spartacus is forced to slay his close friend Hermes in the arena.
Horrified by his deed, he is spurred to rebellion and incites his fellow
captives to break free of their chains. They force their way into
Crassus’ property, rescuing Flavia and taking the consul prisoner.
Rather than execute him, Spartacus engages Crassus in hand-tohand combat, but when the Roman loses the fight and threatens
Flavia’s life, a struggle ensues during which Crassus’ son is killed.

A graduate of The Australian Ballet School, Lucas Jervies was David
McAllister’s dramaturge on his production of The Sleeping Beauty.
His recent dance projects include directing and choreographing
Little Red Riding Hood for Queensland Ballet, and he has created
dance works for numerous other companies, including Sydney
Dance Company, The Australian Ballet, West Australian Ballet,
Opera Australia, Scapino Ballet Rotterdam, Louisville Ballet,
Milwaukee Ballet and Stuttgart Ballet.

Crassus summons his legions to seek vengeance on the escaped
Spartacus, eventually overpowering the rebels who, under
Spartacus’ leadership, fight courageously to the bitter end. Flavia
escapes the clutches of Rome and vows that Spartacus’ memory
will live forever.

French designer Jérôme Kaplan, who won a Green Room Award
for Visual Design for his work on The Australian Ballet’s Cinderella
in 2013, will create period sets and costumes. Combat coaching
from world-renowned fight director Nigel Poulton will bring to
life the brutality of ancient Rome. Aram Khachaturian’s soaring,
cinematic score will lend an epic scope to the production.

Choreography Lucas Jervies
Music Arum Khachaturian
Costume and set design Jérôme Kaplan
Lighting design Jon Buswell
Dramaturge Imara Savage
Fight director Nigel Poulton

Spartacus is a perennial favourite in the repertoire of The Australian
Ballet. The company first performed it in 1978 at the Palais Theatre,
with choreography by Lázló Seregi. In 1990 the production toured
to New York and Washington, where Principal Artist Steven
Heathcote received rave reviews and developed a cult following.
It was last performed in full in 2002, and a Spartacus pas de deux,
choreographed by Jervies, was performed as part of the outdoor
program Ballet Under the Stars in 2016.

MELBOURNE
18 – 29 SEPTEMBER
Arts Centre Melbourne
State Theatre
with Orchestra Victoria
SYDNEY
9 – 24 NOVEMBER
Joan Sutherland Theatre
Sydney Opera House
with Opera Australia Orchestra

In a fitting close to The Australian Ballet’s 2018 season, a blockbuster ballet is given new life by the imagination of one of Australia’s
freshest talents.
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MUSIC
GISELLE

The Australian Ballet’s Music Director & Chief Conductor Nicolette
Fraillon shares her views on the 2018 musical highlights.

Created by the French composer Adolphe Adam in 1841, Giselle
is one of the earliest examples of a narrative ballet with purposewritten music (as opposed to music pieced together from other
existing works). To a very limited extent it does use musical themes
to represent characters and dramatic development, but primarily
the music ‘underscores’ the action, creating happy dance scenes
and poignant, reflective ones, with the occasional moment of
brass-and-timpani doomsday darkness. Adam’s score is as simple
and innocent as the main protagonist.

MURPHY
Graeme Murphy has always been courageous in his musical
choices and both intelligent and intuitive in his responses to
scores. Whether set to the most challenging of contemporary
Australian compositions or traditional scores like Swan Lake, his
choreography illuminates the music in refreshing and exciting
ways. Our tribute program will span the balletic musical gamut,
from late 19th-century classics through Stravinsky to some of
Australia’s greatest living composers.

SPARTACUS
The centrepiece of our 2018 season is a new production of
Spartacus. The music was composed in 1954 by Aram Khachaturian.
He was the first Armenian composer to write for silent films, and
many of his works have a cinematic feel. Spartacus has a genuinely
epic, heroic quality worthy of Hollywood. There is no existing music
from the era of the historical Spartacus, and Khachaturian didn’t
even try to write music in the style of a particular epoch. Instead,
he used his imagination to create a sound world appropriate to
the tale. The richness and exoticism of the score is reminiscent
of colours used by composers like Ravel and Debussy, but there
is a distinctively Armenian flair.

THE MERRY WIDOW
The Merry Widow was originally a popular operetta written in 1905
by the Austro-Hungarian composer Franz Lehár. In 1975, John
Lanchbery (then the music director of The Australian Ballet) and
a conductor colleague set about turning this vocal score into a
purely orchestral one. Rather than simply taking the original and
placing the vocal lines on various instruments, Lanchbery took
all that was beautiful, humorous and charming in the original and
reworked the score to create something new. It is one of the best
musical ‘arrangements’ Lanchbery ever created and demonstrates
his incredible dramatic and musical flair.

CINDERELLA
Sergei Prokofiev’s Cinderella is one of the 20th century’s greatest
works of art. Prokofiev, whose natural compositional style always
contained elements of dark irony and satire, found a perfect vehicle
for these qualities in Cinderella. It has a harmonic architecture
worthy of Tchaikovsky that shapes the entire dramatic action,
and musical themes, representing characters, which grow and
transform as the characters do, as their thoughts and emotions
develop throughout the piece.

VERVE
For his Constant Variants, Resident Choreographer Stephen Baynes
chose Tchaikovsky’s charming Variations on a Rococo Theme,
Tchaikovsky’s first composition for cello and orchestra; it’s a pure
gem, and a brilliant example of Tchaikovsky’s gift for melody and
lyricism.
Alice Topp’s works are always inventive and engaging. She has a
talent for creating work that is simultaneously emotionally complex
and appealingly simple. Her musical choices always inspire and
reflect this and are a joy to perform.
Tim Harbour’s Filigree and Shadow has a specially commissioned
score by 48nord. It’s a powerful electronic piece using sophisticated
21st-century software. Confronting and unsettling, it’s the ideal
soundtrack to Tim’s exploration of human aggression.

THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
The pinnacle of ballet music in the 19th century, The Sleeping
Beauty not only tells the story virtually on its own, but is a musical
exploration of complicated abstract concepts like good and evil,
emotional maturity and adult responsibility. Tchaikovsky uses every
compositional technique: inventive orchestrations, hit melody
after hit melody, a harmonic architecture which is the dramatic
architecture. The work is breathtaking, and inspired generations
of composers to view ballet as far more than superficial narrative
entertainment.
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ORCHESTRA VICTORIA
In 2018, Orchestra Victoria will deliver another vibrant annual
program of world-class live performances and educational
initiatives under the leadership of Artistic Director Nicolette
Fraillon.

members of Orchestra Victoria. On the mOVe! workshops and
performances have become a vital part of the cultural life of the
regions, and an invaluable experience for aspiring professional
classical musicians across Victoria.

Orchestra Victoria is one of Australia’s two specialist pit orchestras,
and one of the busiest orchestras in the country. In addition to
being a proud performance partner of The Australian Ballet, Opera
Australia and Victorian Opera, Orchestra Victoria presents its own
concert series as well as regional performances and education
programs across the state.

Now in its fifth decade, Orchestra Victoria was established in 1969
as the Elizabethan Melbourne Orchestra with just 32 players. The
orchestra now boasts 62 musicians of the highest calibre. Since
becoming a wholly owned subsidiary of The Australian Ballet
in 2014, Orchestra Victoria has gone from strength to strength:
expanding its activities, continuing to perform with leading artists
from around the world, revitalising its philanthropic program,
appearing in broadcasts, recordings and open-air events, and
touring inter state. A diverse yearly program and broad repertoire
make for an especially versatile and technically rigorous group
of musicians.

Orchestra Victoria has a strong commitment to creating
opportunities for all Victorians to experience orchestral music.
In 2018, two major regional music festivals, Hamilton Festival and
Bendigo Festival, will return to delight locals with chamber music
and full orchestral concerts, as well as pop-up performances
around town centres. The orchestra will also host Q&A sessions,
masterclasses and community workshops, giving regional
Victorians the chance to get to know and learn from their flagship
state orchestra.
Orchestra Victoria’s education initiative On the mOVe! makes a
welcome return in 2018, featuring in the Hamilton and Bendigo
festivals and visiting regional centres across Victoria. On the mOVe!
pairs secondary-school-aged music students with members of the
orchestra, giving them the rare opportunity to learn from the state’s
best professional musicians. Each On the mOVe! visit culminates
in a hugely popular free concert, with students playing alongside
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STEP INSIDE
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMS
The Australian Ballet invites you to pull back the curtain and
discover a world of imagination. Audiences will hear from the
company’s talented artists and rising stars; they will tour its hidden
archives, and go behind the stage to unearth a world brimming
with passion, dedication and beauty. Take take a class, bring the
little ones to a special performance or watch as the dancers polish
their technique.

The musical side of the ballet takes centre stage in The Music of the
Dance, our free pre-performance events. Music Director & Chief
Conductor Nicolette Fraillon will give audiences riveting insights
into the ballet scores and will also interview musicians from the
orchestra about their passions and motivations, and what it takes
to play in a pit orchestra.
The Australian Ballet also offers ballet classes at all levels, which
are suitable for people with zero to advanced ballet experience. For
younger students, Boys Day gives male dancers a chance to learn
from the best. Open Classes are an opportunity for secondaryschool-aged students to take a professional class led by a dancer
of The Australian Ballet. Studios is a program of drop-in classes
for adults looking to find their inner dancer. These classes are held
in the studios at the Primrose Potter Australian Ballet Centre in
Melbourne and are accompanied by live piano.

The 2018 program sees the return of one of the company’s most
popular events, Once Upon a Time, a special one-hour version of
David McAllister’s highly acclaimed The Sleeping Beauty. Performed
exclusively in Adelaide to live orchestra and narrated by one of
the characters, Once Upon a Time is the perfect introduction to
ballet for kids.
Audiences will get a special peek into the daily life of The Australian
Ballet’s dancers with the Behind the Scenes events. They will watch
from their theatre seats as dancers take class on stage and finetune their technique in preparation for a performance. Audiences
will also have the exclusive opportunity to watch a principal couple
in an intimate coaching session.

Returning in 2018 and designed to complement the repertoire
program, Fifteen Minutes of Fame will offer adults their very own
moment on stage, learning a section from The Merry Widow. The
45-minute Firebird Program will be offered exclusively to Sydney
audiences. This is the perfect lunchtime ballet, featuring full
orchestra and an introduction from artistic staff.

Fascinating talks with the artistic staff of The Australian Ballet
will give deeper insight into the workings of Australia’s national
ballet company. In McAllister in Conversation, Artistic Director
David McAllister speaks intimately with some of the company’s
brightest stars about life on and off the stage. Selected mainstage
performances offer a free post-performance Q&A hosted by David
McAllister and a panel of artistic staff and dancers, who will discuss
the process of bringing a show to the stage.

Audiences are also invited to go behind the scenes and explore
the home of The Australian Ballet with a Ballet Centre Tour. On this
guided walking tour, they’ll see inside the company’s wardrobe
department where its magnificent costumes are made; they will
discover the pointe shoe room and see the dancers taking their
daily class.
Production Centre Tours offer a rare opportunity to visit the
company’s production centre in Altona, Melbourne, which houses
over 50 years’ worth of costumes and props. Audiences will be
given the rare opportunity to experience an exclusive tour led by
Colin Peasley, one of The Australian Ballet’s founding members,
who will take them on a trip down memory lane. From the swan
tutus from Graeme Murphy’s Swan Lake to Cinderella’s coach,
each artefact is meticulously recorded and preserved.
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EDUCATION
In 2018, The Australian Ballet’s flagship education program
continues its commitment to igniting life-long interest and learning
in ballet through an innovative learning and development program.
The pioneering education program STEAMDANCE will continue
to visit remote communities all around Australia, helping students
learn curriculum topics through dance. The revolutionary program
is based on the philosophy that an arts-integrated approach
furthers curriculum learning.
The Australian Ballet is the only ballet company that works in
partnership with teachers to deliver this highly successful danceeducation approach to learning about STEM subjects such as
science and maths. The education team are trained dance and
education specialists who can deliver professional development
training for teachers through The Australian Ballet’s Eduhub
web resources. Featuring downloadable resources, interviews
and practical tips for dance workshops, these materials enable
teachers to deliver dance education in the classroom.
The popular Primary School Workshop is a fun and interactive
introduction to dance movement with a focus on kinetic learning.
The recently introduced Secondary School Workshop focuses
on developing dance movement skills through co-authored
choreography, technique with a dance vocabulary and performingarts appreciation. Each workshop culminates in a performance
by the dance education team.
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TELSTRA BALLET DANCER AWARD
Now in its 15th year, the annual Telstra Ballet Dancer Award is one
of Australia’s most prestigious ballet prizes. It has been instrumental
in forging the careers of many acclaimed dancers. Each year, six
elite young dancers from within the company are nominated for
the chance to win a $20,000 cash prize. A $5,000 People’s Choice
cash award is also decided by public vote.
The six nominees are selected by a panel of The Australian Ballet's
artistic staff, previous award winners and principal artists of
the company. The nominees are judged on their performances
throughout the year, as well as ongoing development in their
skills and the support they show fellow dancers. The Telstra Ballet
Dancer Award winner is voted by an industry panel comprised of
representatives from The Australian Ballet, Telstra and Australia’s
cultural leaders.
The Telstra Ballet Dancer Award has helped foster the talents
of some of the company’s brightest stars, with previous winners
including current principal artists Chengwu Guo, Kevin Jackson,
Lana Jones, Ty King-Wall and Amber Scott.
Principal Partner Telstra has been a crucial supporter of The
Australian Ballet in a partnership spanning more than 30 years.
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STORYTIME BALLET
The Australian Ballet’s Storytime Ballet returns in 2018 with a
magical production created especially for children aged three
and up. Storytime Ballet is the perfect introduction to ballet for
children, bringing dance, sparkle and laughter to cities and towns
across Australia.
Starring guest artists from The Australian Ballet, Storytime Ballet
will captivate kids with its glittering tutus, exquisite dancing and
enchanting score. The production has a family-friendly running
time of under an hour and is narrated by a central character from
the story, guiding kids through all the action on stage.
Ballet’s youngest fans are encouraged to come dressed in their
favourite ballet-inspired outfits and to interact with the performers
on stage, making for a truly immersive ballet experience.
Supported by Principal Partner Telstra, Storytime Ballet was
created in 2015 in response to the growing popularity of The
Australian Ballet’s children’s programs. The series debuted with
a large-scale production of The Sleeping Beauty, which brought
to life the classic story of Princess Aurora, a princess cursed to
sleep for a hundred years.
Entering its third year in 2018, the visually spectacular production
continues to be greeted with critical acclaim and sell-out
performances nationally.
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BALLET UNDER THE STARS
The Australian Ballet returns to Western Sydney in 2018 for its free
outdoor performance Ballet Under the Stars, presented exclusively
in Penrith at the Sydney International Regatta Centre. An annual
highlight of The Australian Ballet’s calendar, the free performance
brings together people of all ages to experience world-class ballet
in an enchanting natural setting.
The event is part of The Australian Ballet’s commitment to reaching
new audiences around the country and giving them the opportunity
to enjoy the transformative power of ballet. The 2018 performance
is proudly supported by Strategic Partner Destination NSW and
Major Partners Penrith City Council and Celestino.
Ballet Under the Stars is the perfect family event, attracting
thousands to the beautiful surrounds of Penrith Lakes. The
2018 program will dazzle audiences with an extraordinary
showcase of artistry, athleticism and grace, performed against a
spellbinding sky.
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WORLD BALLET DAY
The world’s leading ballet companies will reunite on 5 October
2018 for World Ballet Day LIVE, 22 hours of live ballet, kicking
off at The Australian Ballet’s Melbourne headquarters. Now a
major highlight of The Australian Ballet’s annual calendar, World
Ballet Day LIVE raises the curtain on the world’s most renowned
dance companies to give anyone, anywhere a behind-the-scenes
experience of professional ballet.

and work on body conditioning. Local dance companies also
make guest appearances in each segment, demonstrating the
rich variety of dance talent across the world.
World Ballet Day 2016 saw unprecedented engagement, racking
up more than 700,000 views during the day and subsequently
reaching an audience of over 6.7 million via on-demand. It was also
a trending topic on social media globally. Working with Facebook,
World Ballet Day LIVE has reached an even wider audience and
engaged with both ballet fans and newcomers internationally.

An unprecedented collaboration between The Australian Ballet,
Bolshoi Ballet, The Royal Ballet, The National Ballet of Canada
and San Francisco Ballet, World Ballet Day LIVE captures the
daily routines of each company and broadcasts them online at
worldballetday.com. Since the inaugural World Ballet Day LIVE
in 2014, thousands have tuned in to watch the live stream and
engage with the event on social media.

World Ballet Day LIVE is a true celebration of dance and a unique
opportunity for audiences to see up close the athleticism and
dedication of the world’s finest ballet dancers.

All around the globe, ballet companies begin every day with
morning class, a progression from basic steps to leaps and turns
across the studio, which warms the muscles and prepares dancers
for the day ahead. Dancers then move on to rehearsals, and World
Ballet Day viewers will get a glimpse of the sheer breadth of the
art form, as companies rehearse both classical and contemporary
repertoires, from the most intimate pas de deux to complex
group work.
The day-to-day life of a major ballet company extends far beyond
the rehearsal studio, and viewers will also go behind the scenes
to meet wardrobe and costume teams, musicians, medical
practitioners and dance educators. They’ll catch glimpses of
dancers’ lives outside the studio as they prepare pointe shoes
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OUR DANCERS
PRINCIPAL DANCERS

Adam Bull

Chengwu Guo

Robyn Hendricks

Kevin Jackson

Lana Jones

Andrew Killian

Ty King-Wall

Ako Kondo

Amber Scott

Leanne Stojmenov

SENIOR ARTISTS
Dimity Azoury
Brett Chynoweth
Amy Harris
Jarryd Madden

CORYPHÉES
Imogen Chapman
Joseph Chapman
Jacqueline Clark
Ingrid Gow
Brodie James
Francois-Eloi Lavignac
Callum Linnane
Jake Managakahia
Luke Marchant
Amanda McGuigan
Marcus Morelli
Karen Nanasca
Rina Nemoto
Jill Ogai
Alice Topp

CORPS DE BALLET
Shaun Andrews
Nathan Brook
Timothy Coleman
Lisa Craig
Saranja Crowe
Isobelle Dashwood
Jasmin Durham
Evie Ferris
Rohan Furnell
Ella Havelka
Drew Hedditch
Corey Herbert
Richard House
Daniel Idaszak
Sean Kiley
Mason Lovegrove
Coco Mathieson
Emma McFarlane
Alexandra Moore
Sophie Morgan

George-Murray
Nightingale
Riccardo Rodighiero
Montana Rubin
Georgia Scott-Hunter
Edward Smith
Kelsey Stokes
Takahiro Tamagawa
Sarah Thompson
Yichuan Wang
Aya Watanabe
Jessica Wood
Lucien Xu
Yuumi Yamada

SOLOISTS
Benedicte Bemet
Nicola Curry
Ben Davis
Natasha Kusen
Cristiano Martino
Christopher RodgersWilson
Brett Simon
Sharni Spencer
Dana Stephensen
Valerie Tereshchenko
Jade Wood
Andrew Wright
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2018 AT A GLANCE
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

STORYTIME BALLET

MARCH
MURPHY
6 – 23 APRIL
Sydney

DANCERS RETURN
19 JANUARY

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

MURPHY
6 – 23 APRIL
Sydney

THE MERRY WIDOW
25 – 30 MAY
Canberra

THE MERRY WIDOW
7 – 16 JUNE
Melbourne
VERVE
21 – 30 JUNE
Melbourne

THE MERRY WIDOW
6 – 23 APRIL
Sydney

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
6 – 12 JULY
Adelaide

GISELLE
30 AUGUST – 8 SEPTEMBER
Melbourne

SPARTACUS
18 – 29 SEPTEMBER
Melbourne

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

WORLD BALLET DAY

SPARTACUS
9 – 24 NOVEMBER
Sydney

THE REGIONAL TOUR

CINDERELLA
30 NOVEMBER – 19 DECEMBER
Sydney
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